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Essays are written at  the lower level of education because this writing is considered to be very 
important for educating and developing the basic level knowledge of the  students. These writings
are very necessary to be learned by the students.  These are included in the examination of the
basic level education because it  is the time of learning for the students. If they do not learn at that
level  they might face problem at the professional level because at that the mistakes  of grammar,
vocabulary, sentence structuring are not entertained in anyway. The  essay writing is taught by the
teachers  so that the students should learn the appropriate ways of writing. These  writings are very
informative because students usually learn a lot about  writing good English. These writings are
given as assignments to the students  so that they can practice the writing. These are benefitting
very much to the  students because the mistakes occurred at this level will not pose any damages 
instead they will be under the learning process. The mistakes done at this  level of the education are
the learning of the students. But if the similar  mistakes are done at the high professional levels,
they are not entertained in  anyway. This writing has become a part of education since the learning
of  language has become important for the people. It has been a mandatory task for  the student to
write down essays at some point of their basic education.

These writing  assignments are given by the teacher because they are also considered as the
important  assessment tool. The grading system is different in different education level  but at the
basic level it is usually provided in the form of assignments and a  specific question regarding the
writing is included in the exam. This writing  is very important for the students because it surely
builds a strong background  structure so that the students may not face the issues in the later years.
This  writing technique has got many different styles which are used at different  levels by the
different standards because these writings also have got  modification for example, at the level of
junior schooling system this writing  is not complicated but at the higher level of education like
universities there  are analytical essays, descriptive essays etc. that is why students had to have  a
strong language so that these writings should be error free. The assignments  regarding these
writings are just for the purpose of benefiting the students so  that they can discover the knowledge
of some topics and when they enter their  professional life they should have clarified basic concepts
about many topics.

These writings are a necessity to be learned by  the students at the basic level. This also increases
the speaking power of the  student. He/she becomes confident when they have to give presentation
or have  an interactive session. This writing is basically providing the core benefits  of writing and
reading for the students. They should get serious about this  writing in order to prevent punishments
and problems which they might face if  they do not have learned the writing properly.
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